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ABSTRACT: Analytical techniques such as NMR and mass spectrometry
can generate large metabolomics data sets containing thousands of spectral
features derived from numerous biological observations. Multivariate data
analysis is routinely used to uncover the underlying biological information
contained within these large metabolomics data sets. This is typically
accomplished by classifying the observations into groups (e.g., control
versus treated) and by identifying associated discriminating features. There
are a variety of classification models to select from, which include some
well-established techniques (e.g., principal component analysis [PCA],
orthogonal projection to latent structure [OPLS], or partial least-squares
projection to latent structures [PLS]) and newly emerging machine
learning algorithms (e.g., support vector machines or random forests).
However, it is unclear which classification model, if any, is an optimal
choice for the analysis of metabolomics data. Herein, we present a comprehensive evaluation of five common classification
models routinely employed in the metabolomics field and that are also currently available in our MVAPACK metabolomics
software package. Simulated and experimental NMR data sets with various levels of group separation were used to evaluate each
model. Model performance was assessed by classification accuracy rate, by the area under a receiver operating characteristic
(AUROC) curve, and by the identification of true discriminating features. Our findings suggest that the five classification
models perform equally well with robust data sets. Only when the models are stressed with subtle data set differences does
OPLS emerge as the best-performing model. OPLS maintained a high-prediction accuracy rate and a large area under the ROC
curve while yielding loadings closest to the true loadings with limited group separations.
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■ INTRODUCTION

Metabolomics relies on the measurement of small-molecule
concentration changes that result from perturbations in specific
cellular processes.1 In this regard, metabolomics aims to
understand a system-wide response to an external stimulus,
environmental stress, or a genetic adaptation. The metabolome
is thus a better proxy for the state of a biological system since
metabolites are the direct outcomes of all genomic, tran-
scriptomic, and proteomic responses to these stimuli, stress, or
genetic mutations.2 Metabolomics has been experiencing
exponential growth and, accordingly, has been applied to a
variety of disciplines that includes food science and nutrition,3

toxicology,4 pharmacology,5 and medicine.6 Metabolomics is
also playing an important role in drug discovery and precision
medicine by identifying biomarkers associated with complex
diseases such as atherosclerosis,7 cancer,8 diabetes,9 and
obesity.10

Metabolomics experiments are often complex and involve a
large number of chemically diverse metabolites.11 For example,
the plant kingdom is estimated to contain over 200 000
metabolites,12 and the human metabolome database currently
contains over 114 000 entries.13 NMR spectroscopy14 and
mass spectrometry (MS)15 are routinely employed to
characterize the metabolome for a wide range of sample
types that includes cell lysates, tissues, organs, organisms, and
complex biofluids (e.g., blood and urine).16 Mass spectrometry
also relies on the inclusion of liquid chromatography (LC),17

gas chromatography (GC),18 and/or capillary electrophore-
sis19 techniques that further complicates the metabolomics
data set. Given the diversity of the metabolome, these
analytical platforms may generate tens of thousands of spectral
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features across numerous biological replicates.20 Accordingly,
metabolomics data is fundamentally multivariate in structure
multiple independent variables (i.e., chemical shifts, m/z, or
retention times) for each biological replicate. As an example,
for each NMR spectrum, the chemical shifts are independent
variables, while resonance or peak intensities are the
corresponding measurements. The total number of chemical
shifts, depending on the spectral resolution, is typically on the
order of 103−104 values.
Multivariate data analysis is often employed to detect

relationships between the measured experimental variables in
these large data sets to obtain insights regarding group
membership.21,22 The resulting models are then used to
identify key variables that define these group memberships.
These key variables, in turn, may be used as part of a predictive
model or to understand the underlying data structure of the
groups or the differences between the groups. Multivariate
analysis is routinely used in lieu of univariate analysis because
variables from the same metabolite, metabolites from the same
metabolic pathway, or metabolites from coupled metabolic
pathways tend to be highly correlated. Multivariate analysis
takes advantage of the fact that some variables are correlated
by simultaneously examining the entirety of the data set.
Conversely, univariate analysis assumes that all of the observed
variables are independent and simply relies on pairwise
comparisons. Thus, multivariate data analysis has been an
important component of a significant number of metabolomics
studies (Figure 1) and is often employed to answer some

fundamental questions about a metabolomics data set. This
includes determining if biological samples from two or more
groups actually differ. For example, does the chemical signature
in urine differ between healthy controls and multiple sclerosis
patients?23 Given an observed difference between these groups,
an additional goal is to identify and quantify the specific
metabolites associated with each biological state. Again, for
example, an NMR metabolomics study identified eight urinary
metabolites (acetate, creatinine, hippurate, 3-hydroxybutyrate,
3-hydroxyisovalerae, malonate, oxaloacetate, and trimethyl-
amine N-oxide) associated with multiple sclerosis that may be
used as prospective biomarkers.24

Principal component analysis (PCA)25 was the multivariate
technique first introduced by Nicholson et al. (1999)26 as a
valuable approach to analyze NMR metabolomics data sets to
identify group membership. While PCA is still a valuable and
routinely used statistical tool for metabolomics,27 PCA’s
inherent limitation was quickly recognized.21 Specifically,
PCA is an unsupervised technique that simply identifies the
largest variance in the data set and defines group membership
regardless of the source of the variance. Since a metabolomics
study is typically designed with predefined group membership
(i.e., healthy vs disease), the desired outcome of the
multivariate model is to confirm the expected group member-
ship and to identify the key metabolites correlated with these
defined groups. Accordingly, metabolomics is now utilizing
supervised classification models that include partial least-
squares projection to latent structures (PLS),28 linear
discriminant analysis (LDA),29 orthogonal projection to latent
structure (OPLS),30 the combination of PCA with LDA (PC-
LDA),31 and machine learning algorithms such as support
vector machines (SVM)32 and random forests (RF)33 to
identify the spectral features that define a group membership.
PCA is still commonly used as a first-pass quality control
method prior to employing a supervised classification
approach.27 In this regard, PCA provides an unbiased
verification that a group variance actually exists in the data
set, which may imply that a subsequent supervised model is
also valid.27 Figure 1 plots the change in multivariate
classification models applied to NMR data sets over the last
decade.
Initially, PLS dominated metabolomics studies, but OPLS

quickly gained parity. Even though PLS and OPLS still
dominate NMR metabolomics studies, machine learning
models such as SVM and RF have started to garner some
attention. Nevertheless, these variable trends in the application
of multivariate data analysis raise some serious questions. Is the
popularity of PLS and OPLS the result of applying the best
model or is it due to other considerations? Are investigators
simply applying a model based on their preference or
familiarity, based on the model’s availability in software, or
simply because investigators are following literature prece-
dence? Of course, the preferred answer would be for
investigators to select the best model, but what defines the
“best model”? Furthermore, the literature currently lacks any
quantitative comparisons of common multivariate classification
models to inform investigators of a best-choice model for
metabolomics. To address these issues, we report herein a
comprehensive comparison of multivariate classification
models currently available in our open-source MVAPACK
software package (http://bionmr.unl.edu/mvapack.php).34

The multivariate classification models were evaluated using
both simulated and experimental NMR data sets. Specifically,
the data sets were designed to contain two groups with variable
levels of group separation. Notably, the data sets were designed
such that the variables defining group separation and the
magnitude of within-group and between-group variances are all
known quantities. Intuitively, a large difference between groups
should be readily identifiable regardless of the model.
However, model performance is expected to deteriorate as
the within-group and between-group variances worsen, which
usually occurs in real biological data sets, especially large
clinical trials involving human patients. Accordingly, being able
to select a multivariate classification model with a high-enough
power to still identify subtle group differences in the presence

Figure 1. Plot of the percentage of NMR metabolomics publications
using multivariate statistical analysis from 2008 to 2018 that included
principal component analysis (PCA) (green), partial least-squares
projection to latent structures (PLS) (blue), orthogonal projection to
latent structure (OPLS) (yellow), support vector machine (SVM)
(dark red), linear discriminant analysis (LDA) (purple), and/or
random forests (RF) (black) data analysis.
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of high variance is essential to metabolomics. In this regard,
five multivariate classification models currently employed by
metabolomics investigators (PC-LDA, OPLS, PLS, RF, and
SVM) and incorporated into our MVAPACK software package
were evaluated based on their ability (i) to correctly predict
group memberships of unseen samples, (ii) to maximize
sensitivity and specificity, and (iii) to correctly identify true
spectral features associated with group differences. Our
findings suggest that the five classification models performed
equally well with robust data sets, but OPLS performed best in
the analysis of one-dimensional (1D) 1H NMR metabolomics
data sets with minimal group separation. While the perform-
ance of the five classification models was evaluated utilizing
NMR data sets, the results are likely generalizable to other
analytical data sources since the multivariate data structure
would be similar to NMR.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS

The performance of the five multivariate classification models
was assessed using both simulated and experimental 1D 1H
NMR spectral data sets. All analyses were conducted using our
MVAPACK software package.34 All of the figures were
generated using the R software package35 and Excel.

Simulated 1D 1H NMR Data Set

An artificial mixture consisting of 50 common urine
metabolites (Table 1)36 (e.g., creatinine, glycine, formic acid,
isocitric acid, urea, etc.) was used to generate a simulated 1D
1H spectrum with a total of 690 peaks (Figure S1). An NMR
spectrum may be considered as a linear combination of peaks,
which can be ideally generated using a Lorentzian line shape37

(also known as the Cauchy distribution function). Peak
locations (i.e., chemical shifts) and relative peak intensities for

each metabolite in the artificial mixture were obtained from the
human metabolome database (HMDB).13 The simulated 1D
1H NMR spectrum was approximated as

∑= *
+

γ
= −( )

S x w( )
1

1i

n

i
x l1

2
i

i (1)

where li and γi are the peak location (ppm) and peak width
(ppm) of the ith peak, respectively; wi is a multiplier factor for
the ith peak based on peak intensities from HMDB; n is the
number of peaks; and x is all possible chemical shifts, which
range from 0.9 to 9.2 ppm with an equal spacing of 0.001 ppm.
γi was set to 0.002 ppm to match the typical peak shape in
HMDB. Importantly, the multiplier factor wi was determined
such that relative peak intensities for each metabolite (as
defined by the reference spectrum in the HMDB) were
maintained even as additional peaks and metabolites were
added to the simulated spectrum. Simply, the multiplier factor
wi is adjusted to accommodate partially overlapped peaks.
Each simulated NMR data set consisted of 100 spectra (N =

100), where each spectrum contained 8301 spectral features (p
= 8301). Each data set was divided into two distinct groups
(group 1 and group 2), where each group contained 50
spectra. Group 1 and group 2 were differentiated by changing
the mean concentration of a single metabolite from the 50
metabolites that comprise the artificial mixture. Importantly,
the mean concentration for the remaining 49 metabolites was
kept constant between the two groups, where the mean
concentration was set to one (arbitrary units). A total of nine
(w1−w9) different NMR simulated data sets were created,
which differed by the amount of group separation. The relative
amount of group separation increased from w1 to w9. The
group separation was defined by sequentially increasing the

Table 1. List of Metabolites Used To Construct the Simulated and Experimental Data Sets

simulation NMR experiment

acetic acid L-cysteine acetic acid methanol
acetoacetic acid L-cystine anserine N-acetylneuraminic
acetone L-fucose citric acid sucrose
adipic acid L-glutamine creatinine taurine
anserine L-histidine D-glucose trigonelline
cis-aconitic acid L-lysine dimethylamine trimethylamine
citric acid L-serine dimethylglycine urea
creatine L-threonine D-mannitol
creatinine L-tyrosine ethanolamine
D-glucose mandelic acid gluconic acid
dimethylamine methanol glycine
dimethylglycine methylguanidine glycolic acid
D-mannitol methylsuccinic acid guanidoacetic acid
ethanolamine N-acetylaspartic acid hippuric acid
formic acid N-acetylneuraminic acid imidazole
gluconic acid phenol isobutyric acid
glycine pyroglutamic acid isocitric acid
glycolic acid sucrose D-lactic acid
guanidoacetic acid taurine L-alanine
hippuric acid trigonelline L-fucose
imidazole trimethylamine L-glutamine
isobutyric acid urea L-histidine
isocitric acid 3-(3-hydroxyphenyl)-3-hydroxypropanoic acid (HPHPA) L-lysine
L-2-hydroxyglutaric acid 3-aminoisobutanoic acid L-serine
D-lactic acid L-threonine
L-alanine L-tyrosine
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mean concentration of a single metabolite in group 2 relative
to group 1. The mean concentration of a single metabolite in
group 2 was increased by 5, 7, 10, 15, 20, 30, 40, 50, and 100%,
respectively. Importantly, there were three different scenarios
(1−3) within each of these nine simulated data sets. The three
scenarios were differentiated by the identity of the metabolite
that was subjected to the sequential increase in the mean
concentration. In scenario 1, the mean concentration of D-
glucose, which has 48 NMR peaks, was changed between
groups 1 and 2. The mean concentration of isocitric acid (15
NMR peaks) was changed in scenario 2, and methanol (1
NMR peak) was changed in scenario 3. Independent noise
from a Gaussian distribution (mean = 0, standard deviation
(SD) = 5% of group mean spectrum) was added to each
spectrum to represent systematic variability. Biological
variability was incorporated into each data set by randomly
varying each of the metabolite concentrations about its mean
within a defined range (±0.1 for group 1, ±0.15 for group 2).
In summary, 27 different simulated NMR data sets were
created, where each data set contained 100 simulated spectra
for a total of 2700 simulated 1D 1H NMR spectra. Table 2
summarizes the composition of the entire simulated NMR data
set.

Experimental 1D 1H NMR Data Set

Saturated solutions were prepared for the 33 common urine
metabolites listed in Table 1. Each individual metabolite was
dissolved to saturation in 1 mL of NANOPure water
(Barnstead, Dubuque, IA). NMR samples were prepared by
first diluting 10 μL of the stock metabolite solution with
ddH2O to a final volume of 30 μL. The diluted metabolite

solution was then added to 570 μL of a 50 mM phosphate
buffer in D2O at pH 7.2 (uncorrected) for a final volume of
600 μL. The phosphate buffer solution also contained 500 μM
of 3-(trimethylsilyl) propionic-2,2,3,3-d4 acid sodium salt (98%
D) (TMSP-d4) as an internal chemical shift and concentration
standard. The samples were transferred to a 5 mm NMR tube
for data collection. A 1D 1H NMR spectrum was collected for
each of the metabolites. The NMR spectra were collected at
298K with 64 scans and 4 dummy scans and a 2 s relaxation
delay. The spectra were collected with a spectral width of 11
160 Hz, 32 K data points, and excitation sculpting38 to
suppress the solvent resonance and maintain a flat baseline.
NMR spectra were processed using our MVAPACK software
package.34 The water signal between 4.65 and 4.9 ppm was
removed prior to creating an artificial urine mixture (Figure
S2) to generate binary classification data sets (e.g., control vs
treated) with various amounts of group separation following
the same scenarios described above for the simulated 1D 1H
NMR data set (Table 2).

Preprocessing of NMR Data Sets

To emphasize the difference between the five multivariate
classification models, a fixed and minimalistic data preprocess-
ing protocol was employed. The 1D 1H NMR spectrum for
each metabolite was normalized to its most intense peak prior
to adding the spectra together to create the NMR spectrum for
each mixture. The input data for the classification algorithms
was then presented as a matrix of rows and columns
corresponding to biological replicate samples (i.e., replicate
1D 1H NMR spectra) and spectral features (i.e., the individual
spectral data points). Each data set was then scaled

Table 2. Description of the Nine Simulated Data Sets Comprising Three Scenarios

mean concentration sample concentration

set scenario metabolite changed # peaks group 1 group 2 group 1 group 2

w1 (5%) 1 D-glucose 48 1 1 + 5% = 1.05 ∼Unif(1 ± 0.1) ∼Unif(1.05 ± 0.15)
2 isocitric acid 15
3 methanol 1

w2 (7%) 1 D-glucose 48 1 1 + 7% = 1.07 ∼Unif(1 ± 0.1) ∼Unif(1.07 ± 0.15)
2 isocitric acid 15
3 methanol 1

w3 (10%) 1 D-glucose 48 1 1 + 10% = 1.1 ∼Unif(1 ± 0.1) ∼Unif(1.1 ± 0.15)
2 isocitric acid 15
3 methanol 1

w4 (15%) 1 D-glucose 48 1 1 + 15% = 2 ∼Unif(1 ± 0.1) ∼Unif(1.15 ± 0.15)
2 isocitric acid 15
3 methanol 1

w5 (20%) 1 D-glucose 48 1 1 + 20% = 1.2 ∼Unif(1 ± 0.1) ∼Unif(1.2 ± 0.15)
2 isocitric acid 15
3 methanol 1

w6 (30%) 1 D-glucose 48 1 1 + 30% = 1.3 ∼Unif(1 ± 0.1) ∼Unif(1.3 ± 0.15)
2 isocitric acid 15
3 methanol 1

w7 (40%) 1 D-glucose 48 1 1 + 40% = 1.4 ∼Unif(1 ± 0.1) ∼Unif(1.4 ± 0.15)
2 isocitric acid 15
3 methanol 1

w8 (50%) 1 D-glucose 48 1 1 + 50% = 1.5 ∼Unif(1 ± 0.1) ∼Unif(1.5 ± 0.15)
2 isocitric acid 15
3 methanol 1

w9 (100%) 1 D-glucose 48 1 1 + 100% = 2 ∼Unif(1 ± 0.1) ∼Unif(2 ± 0.15)
2 isocitric acid 15
3 methanol 1
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columnwise by its own mean and variance. There was no
missing data in the data sets.

Classification Algorithms

Partial Least-Squares Projection to Latent Structures
(PLS). The PLS algorithm is an extension of partial least-
square regression to the classification problem, which was
illustrated to chemometrics pattern recognition by Dunn and
Wold in 1990.39PLS finds latent variables that maximize the
correlation between predictor variables (X) and the categorical
response variable (Y) while reducing data dimensions. PLS has

been shown to be robust in handling highly correlated
predictor variables, which are common outputs in metab-
olomics experiments.(Figures 2 and 3)

Orthogonal Projection to Latent Structure (OPLS).
OPLS is similar to PLS, in that the algorithm maximizes a
relationship between the predictor and categorical response
variables through latent variables. However, OPLS takes
advantages of an orthogonal signal correction (OSC) filter40

to remove variations in the predictor variables that are not
explained by the response. As a result, the separation between
observations in the latent space (i.e., scores space) is improved.

Figure 2. Classification process using PLS, OPLS, and PC-LDA models. The process starts with a data matrix X with rows and columns
representing biological samples and predictor features, respectively. On the left, the data matrix X is submitted to PLS, which results in a two-
dimensional scores plot with separation between groups 1 and 2. In the middle, data matrix X is submitted to OPLS, which is similar to PLS, but
with an additional orthogonal signal correction (OSC) filter to remove confounding variation that is not explained by response (i.e., group
membership) variables. The OSC filter rotates the resulting scores plot. On the right, data matrix X is first submitted to PCA to transform the data
into a new matrix (new X) with rows and columns representing biological samples and retained principal components, respectively. The new X is
then submitted to LDA to obtain a scores plot. Red and black points represent samples in group 1 and group 2, respectively. Small ellipses are class-
specific 95% confidence ellipses, while the large ellipses are the overall 95% confidence ellipses.

Figure 3. Classification process using SVM and RF models. The process starts with a data matrix X with rows and columns representing biological
samples and predictor features, respectively. Feature numbers specified in the plot are presented as indexes along the column of data matrix X. On
the left, data matrix X is submitted to SVM, which finds an optimal hyperplane with a maximized margin to separate the biological samples into two
groups. On the right, data matrix X is submitted to random forests, which combines n decision trees. Each tree is a chain of binary splits, where each
split evaluates one feature at a specific value. This is demonstrated by the series of decision boxes in the tree. Each biological sample is passed
through each consecutive decision conditions until assigned to group 1 or group 2.
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Support Vector Machines (SVM). Support vector
machine is a machine learning tool developed by Vapnik.41

The SVM algorithm finds an optimal separating hyperplane
with a maximum distance to the training observations, which is
called margin. In other words, when classes are overlapped,
SVM is constructed by minimizing the cost of the training
points that are on the wrong side of the classification
boundary. SVM can also be extended to nonlinear boundaries
by utilizing kernel functions to map the training observations
to a higher-dimensional space.42

Random Forests (RF). Random forests is an ensemble
learning method that combines multiple decision trees to
predict group membership by majority votes.33 Each decision
tree in the forest is trained on a random subset of the
observations and then tested on the remaining observations to
avoid overfitting. The forest is tuned to the number of trees
and to the number of random variables used at each split.43

Combination of Principal Component Analysis and
Linear Discriminant Analysis (PC-LDA). Linear discrim-
inant analysis (LDA) is a classical statistical algorithm for
obtaining a classification rule by maximizing the variation
between group memberships relative to in-group variability.44

In other words, the LDA algorithm finds a combination of
predictor variables that maximizes the distance between the
centers of two groups while minimizing the variation within
each group. However, the LDA algorithm involves inverting a
covariance matrix, which requires a large number of samples
(N) relative to the number of variables (p). As a result, LDA
cannot be directly used on data sets that have more variables
than samples (p > N) and/or have highly correlated variables.
One popular solution is to utilize a dimension reduction
technique such as principal component analysis (PCA). PCA
transforms the original data set to uncorrelated predictors (i.e.,
principal components) prior to applying LDA.43 In this regard,
the number of variables is greatly reduced while still retaining
important data information.

Evaluation Criteria

Machine learning models require the specification of hyper-
parameters, such as cost values, kernel functions, and the
number of trees to train a data set. SVM models were initiated
with a vector of 20 cost values ranging from e1 to e10, where the
ratio of two consecutive cost values was fixed at e0.5. The SVM
models used a linear, radial basis, or a third-degree polynomial
kernel function. The resulting kernel function and cost value
were chosen such that the misclassification rate was minimized
by five iterations of fourfold cross validation. Specifically, 75%
of the data set was used to train the SVM model and 25% of
the data set was used for testing the SVM model. In a similar
manner, the RF model was trained using 50, 100, 150, or 200
number of trees. The number of trees selected for the RF
model yielded the smallest misclassification rate in cross
validation. A data set of 70% was used to train the RF model
and 30% of the data set was used for testing the RF model.
Classification Accuracy Rate. Each data set was randomly

partitioned into four equal folds, where each fold contained 25
observations. Each model was trained on three folds (N = 75),
and the model was then used to predict the remaining fold (N
= 25). The process was repeated until each fold was used as
the prediction fold. The entire process (i.e., partitioning,
training, and prediction) was repeated three times to minimize
any unintended basis in the partitioning of the data set into the
four folds. The classification accuracy rate (ARij) for the ith

partition (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) and the jth iteration (j = 1, 2, 3) was
calculated as

=
c

n
AR ij

ij

ij (2)

where cij is the number of correctly predicted observations and
nij is the total number of observations in the ith partition and
the jth iteration. ARij values range between 0 and 1, where an
ARij value of 1 would indicate a perfect model performance.

Area Under Receiver Operating Characteristic
(AUROC) Curve. Each data set was randomly partitioned
into four equal folds, where each fold contained 25
observations. Each model was trained on the three folds (N
= 75), and the model was then used to predict the remaining
fold (N = 25). At the prediction step, the posterior probability
for each new observation was calculated instead of using the
group membership produced by the algorithm. Each posterior
probability was then used as a threshold to assign group
membership and to obtain the corresponding true positives
and false positives. A ROC curve and AUROC were obtained
for each partition and iteration, and a mean AUROC and
standard deviation were then calculated. AUROC values range
between 0.5 and 1, where an AUROC value of 1 would
indicate a perfect model performance.

Root-Mean-Squared Estimates of Model Loadings. A
reference set with “perfect” or maximal group separation under
each scenario listed in Table 2 was generated. The loadings
consisted of the contributions from each spectral feature to
each classification model. Each data set was then compared to
the true loadings from the reference set with perfect separation.
Figure 4 illustrates loadings obtained from the OPLS model at

Figure 4. Plots of the loadings generated from the simulated data set
OPLS model for different group separations w1, w4, w7, and w9 as
defined in Table 2. The OPLS model loadings are compared against
the true loadings.
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four different group separations w1, w4, w7, and w9,
respectively. Root-mean-squared estimates (RMSEik) were
calculated between the loadings of the ith set resulting from
the kth model (xik) and the associated true loadings of the
reference set (tk) using the following formula

∑= −
=

x tRMSE ( )ik
j

p

ikj kj
1

2

(3)

where xikj is the jth element of the vector xik, tkj is the jth
element of the vector tk, p is the number of spectral features,
and k is the index of each model. RMSEik values were
normalized by dividing each element by the maximum
element. RMSEik values range between 0 and 1, where an
RMSEik value of 0 would indicate a perfect model perform-
ance.
Loadings are not generated from an RF model. Instead,

variable importance was used as a replacement for loadings in
the RMSE criterion. RF variable importance was measured by
the improvement in splitting observations accumulated over

every node of all trees in the forest. The improvement
measurement was described by the mean decrease in the Gini
index.29 In particular, a variable importance vector was
obtained for each data set and the reference set, which was
then normalized by its maximum value prior to computing an
RMSE value according to eq 3. In this regard, an RMSE
criterion can be directly compared between the five
classification models.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Evaluation Criteria

PC-LDA, OPLS, PLS, RF, and SVM models were generated
for each of the simulated and experimental 1D 1H NMR data
sets summarized in Table 2. The relative performance of the
five multivariate classification models was assessed by
calculating a classification accuracy rate (ARij) (Figure 5), an
area under receiver operating characteristic curve (AUROC)
(Figure 6), and a root-mean-squared estimate of model
loadings (RMSEik) (Figure 7) for each model.

Figure 5. Classification accuracy rates for the five models: OPLS (blue), PLS (red), SVM (green), RF (purple), and PC-LDA (black) as calculated
from the simulated (A) and experimental (B) data sets. The classification accuracy rates are plotted as a function of group separation (w1−w9), as
defined in Table 2. The results from each of the three scenarios corresponding to varying (A1, B1) D-glucose, (A2, B2) isocitric acid, and (A3, B3)
methanol were plotted separately. The classification accuracy rates are plotted as a mean ± SD.
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A common method to assess the performance of a
classification model is to measure the overall classification
accuracy rate (eq 2), which measures the correlation between
the observed and predicted group memberships. Accordingly, a
perfect model performance would yield a classification
accuracy rate of 1. However, the overall classification accuracy
rate does not account for differences in misclassification costs
(e.g., false positives, false negatives) and the imbalance in
natural group frequencies. Thus, an overall classification
accuracy rate is not sufficient to measure model performance.45

Additional statistical parameters need to be included, such as
sensitivity and specificity. Sensitivity (i.e., true-positive rate)
measures the number of correctly predicted positives out of all
of the true positives. Similarly, specificity (i.e., true-negative
rate) measures the number of correctly predicted negatives out
of all of the true negatives. A classical evaluation framework
that combines both the true-positive rate and the false-positive
rate is a ROC curve.46 A ROC curve plots pairs of true-positive
and false-positive rates at different threshold values. An ideal
classifier would completely separate the two classes with 100%

sensitivity and specificity and yield an area under the ROC
curve (AUROC) of 1. Conversely, an ineffective classifier
would result in a ROC curve along the diagonal with an area
under the curve close to 0.5.43 Thus, a larger AUROC implies
a better classification model and is a useful metric to compare
multiple predictive models in combination with the classi-
fication accuracy rate.
In addition to predictive ability, the correct identification of

the underlying biological factors that give rise to the group
differences is a critical consideration of model performance.
How well does the model identify the true discriminatory
features? To address this issue, a reference set with perfect or
maximal group separation under each scenario listed in Table 2
was generated to assess a model’s ability to regenerate these
true discriminatory features. In this regard, the ability of a
model to reproduce the true discriminatory features for a given
scenario was assessed by comparing the loadings from each
model to the true loadings from the reference set. A high-
performing model should perfectly reproduce the true loadings
and yield an RMSEik value (eq 3) of 0. Thus, to truly assess the

Figure 6. Area under a ROC curve for the five models: OPLS (blue), PLS (red), SVM (green), RF (purple), and PC-LDA (black) as calculated
from the simulated (A) and experimental (B) data sets. The AUROCs are plotted as a function of group separation (w1−w9), as defined in Table
2. The results from each of the three scenarios corresponding to varying (A1, B1) D-glucose, (A2, B2) isocitric acid, and (A3, B3) methanol were
plotted separately. AUROCs are plotted as a mean ± SD.
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overall performance of the multivariate classification models, it
is necessary to simultaneously consider these three evaluation
criteria. The best- or highest-performing multivariate classi-
fication model should outperform the other models in all three
categories. Conversely, mixed or similar evaluation criteria
outcomes between two or more models would suggest similar
model performance.

Simulated versus Experimental 1D 1H NMR Data Sets

The simulated 1D 1H NMR data set was designed to mimic an
NMR spectrum obtained for a human urine sample. In this
regard, chemical shifts and relative peak heights for 50
metabolites routinely observed in human urine samples were
used to construct the simulated NMR spectra.36 Importantly,
the simulated NMR data set enabled the direct control and
construction of the data structure. Specifically, the within-
group and between-ground variances were known quantities.
Similarly, the spectral features that defined group separation

were also precisely defined. Accordingly, the performance of
the five classification models could be accurately assessed since
the outcomes were a known quantity. It would not be possible
to achieve this same level of certainty with real biological
samples. Nevertheless, there is always a concern that simulated
data may oversimplify the system, may introduce unintended
bias, or may miss important variables. Thus, to partially address
these concerns, a second NMR data set was created from
experimental 1D 1H NMR spectra.
Of the 50 metabolites, 33 used in the simulated 1D 1H

NMR data set were commercially available and were used to
collect an experimental 1D 1H NMR spectrum on a 700 MHz
spectrometer equipped with a cryoprobe. An NMR spectrum
was collected for each individual metabolite. These individual
experimental NMR spectra were then used to construct the
same data set, as outlined in Table 2. Simply, the experimental
1D 1H NMR spectrum for each individual metabolite was

Figure 7. Root-mean-squared estimates (RMSEik) between each model’s loadings: OPLS (blue), PLS (red), SVM (green), RF (purple), and PC-
LDA (black) and the associated true loadings of the reference set as calculated from the simulated (A) and experimental (B) data sets. The RMSEik
values are plotted as a function of group separation (w1−w9), as defined in Table 2. The results from each of the three scenarios corresponding to
varying (A1, B1) D-glucose, (A2, B2) isocitric acid, and (A3, B3) methanol were plotted separately. RMSEik are plotted as a mean ± SD.
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combined and scaled accordingly to achieve the desired within-
group and between-group variances obtained with the fully
simulated data set. While the experimental NMR data set is
still properly defined as synthetic, it does incorporate various
experimental features that are difficult or impossible to
simulate, such as variations in instrument performance, sample
preparation, and spectral noise. Accordingly, the primary intent
of the experimental NMR data set was to validate the results
from the simulated NMR data set and to confirm the absence
of any unintended bias. As expected, the model performance
against both the simulated and experimental NMR data sets
was very similar, if not nearly identical. This is evident by
comparing panels A1−A3 to B1−B3 in Figures 5−7. Thus, the
assessment of model performance is reproducible and not data-
set-dependent.

Performance of the Multivariate Classification Models

The most notable outcome from the analysis of the five
commonly used metabolomics classification models is their
overall equivalent performance with high-quality data sets: low
noise, small within-group variance, and large between-group
variance. All of the models routinely yielded perfect group
membership and identified the “true” loadings when a clear
group separation existed in the data set. In fact, to observe any
difference in model performance, it was necessary to stress the
situation beyond what is typically expected for an experimental
metabolomics data set. For example, varying multiple
metabolite concentrations as outlined in Table 2 (data not
shown) between the two test groups would always yield a
perfect outcome regardless of the model. Even limiting the test
data sets to only one varying metabolite could still easily yield
perfect model performance (Figures 5−7) unless the
metabolite concentration difference or the number of NMR
resonances was minimized. In fact, the largest variance in
model performance was achieved when the variant metabolite
was methanol with a single NMR peak (scenario 3).
As expected, there were common trends in model perform-

ance against both the simulated and experimental NMR data
sets. There were also common trends across the three
scenarios and as a function of group separation. For example,
the classification accuracy and AUROC increased for all
models as the group separation increased from data sets w1 to
w9. Similarly, RMSEik decreased as the group separation
increased from data sets w1 to w9. Again, this observation
highlights that the primary factor that determines model
performance is the intrinsic size of group separation, not the
model type. Differences in model performance only become
apparent when the evaluation criteria were compared across
the three scenarios.
The only difference between the three scenarios was the

number of NMR peaks that were varied between the two
groups, which decreased from 48 peaks for D-glucose in
scenario 1 to one methanol peak in scenario 3. A greater
difference in model performance was observed as the number
of peaks decreased, where the greatest difference occurred
when only a single peak or spectral feature was varied between
the two groups. Again, this highlights the fact that the five
models, in general, all performed equally well. It was only
under an extreme scenario, the small variance of a single peak,
that model performance deviated. As an illustration, OPLS,
PLS, and SVM performed modestly better (p-value <0.03) in
classification accuracy (>6−12%) than RF and PC-LDA in
scenario 1 (Figure 5 and Table S1A,B). However, the relative

performance was nearly reversed in scenario 3, where RF, PC-
LDA, and OPLS exhibited a significantly higher (p-value
<0.05) classification accuracy (>2−33%) than SVM and PLS.
A similar trend was observed for AUROC (Figure 6 and Table
S2A,B). OPLS, PLS, and SVM had significantly higher
AUROC (p-value <0.03) than RF and PC-LDA (>3−18%)
for scenario 1, while the differences decreased in scenario 2.
However, a significant divergence in the ROC curves (Figures
S3 and S4) occurred between w6 and w9 for scenario 3. At the
maximum group separation (w9), only the ROC curves for the
OPLS and PC-LDA models yielded an AUC close to 1, while
both SVM and PLS had an AUC between 0.84 and 0.92. In
total, the five classification models performed equally well and
as expected in terms of classification accuracy, sensitivity, and
specificity. The model performance improved proportionally to
the increase in group separation. Only when the spectral
features defining group separation were limited to a single peak
did OPLS and PC-LDA demonstrate improved performance
over the other models.
In addition to correctly predicting group membership with a

high level of sensitivity and specificity, a successful NMR
metabolomics study also requires the proper identification of
the classifying features. An RMSEik was calculated between
each model’s loadings and the true loadings to assess how well
each model successfully identified the true discriminatory
features. In other words, how well did the model perform in
correctly identifying the correct metabolite changes. As
expected, the deviation between each model’s loadings and
the true loadings decreased as group separation increased
(Figure 7 and Table S3A,B). However, the rate at which
RMSEik decreased varied significantly when comparing OPLS
and SVM versus the other three models (p-values <0.03).
OPLS and SVM performed the best across the entire data set
and exhibited the fastest reduction in RMSEik. In fact, OPLS
and SVM performed nearly identically except for simulated
scenario 2 in which SVM performed modestly better.
Similar to classification accuracy and AUROC, the RMSEik

change rate was scenario-dependent. The rate of change in
RMSEik was fastest in scenario 1 and slowest in scenario 3. A
notable exception was the RF model where the trend was
reversed. In scenario 1, the RMSEik for RF remained above 0.6,
while the other models had an RMSEik close to 0.1. However,
the RMSEik gap between RF and the other models was reduced
as the number of varying peaks associated with group
separation decreased. In fact, in scenario 3, RF had the
smallest RMSEik value for minimal group separations (w1−w3)
but was outperformed by OPLS, SVM, and PLS at larger group
separations (w4−w9). Thus, RF performed poorly for
scenarios 1 and 2, but PC-LDA performed poorly in scenario
3. Conversely, OPLS and SVM performed best overall in terms
of correctly identifying the true discriminatory features.

Choosing a Multivariate Classification Model

Despite the observation that all five classification models
performed equally well with robust data sets containing clear
group separations, the algorithms are not equivalent (Figures 2
and 3).21 Accordingly, classification models are not inter-
changeable. Instead, each model provides a distinct inter-
pretation or view of the data set. For example, PCA will
identify the largest variance in the data set, but the largest
variance may not be particularly relevant to the intended goal
of defining the group differences, like differentiating between
healthy controls and patients based on a disease pathology.
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Instead, PCA may define group membership from some
combination of confounding factors like diet, gender, race, etc.
Thus, PCA is a valuable tool to verify that a group variance
does exist, but it may provide misleading group-identifiable
features. The same limitations apply to PC-LDA since it also
relies on PCA. PC-LDA does have the advantage of simplifying
the visualization of a model defined by multiple principal
components. A score plot from most PCA models can be easily
displayed using two or three principal components, but even a
three-dimensional PCA score plot can be challenging to view.
The situation becomes challenging, if intractable, when a
correct PCA model requires more than three principal
components. Simply, LDA allows for the projection of a
multiple component model back down into two-dimensions
while maintaining the group separation achieved in multiple
PC space (Figure 2). Notably, PCA is an unsupervised
technique, but PC-LDA is supervised. So, PCA provides an
unbiased view of the data set and may be valuable for
validating a supervised PLS or OPLS model.27

Supervised techniques, like PLS and OPLS, are useful for
identifying the spectral features that define group separation
and are usually employed after a PCA model demonstrates a
clear group difference. However, PLS and OPLS models can be
misleading and yield erroneous biological interpretations. This
arises because PLS and OPLS will almost always produce the
requested group separation, even for random noise.47 Thus,
PLS and OPLS models always require validation before
proceeding with any model interpretation. Model validation is
usually achieved with CV-ANOVA48 or cross-permutation
testing.49 It is important to note that the R2 and Q2 values
commonly reported for PLS/OPLS models do not provide a
measure of model validation. R2 and Q2 are only indicators of
model fit or a measure of model consistency, respectively. An
important distinction between OPLS and PLS is how the
algorithms handle cofounding factors (Figure 2). For OPLS,
the spectral features related to the group differences are placed
into the predictive component (x-axis). All of the spectral
features associated with confounding factors are placed into
the orthogonal component (y-axis). Conversely, PLS inter-
mingles both group-defining features and confounding features
leading to an apparent tilt or rotation in the scores plot (Figure
2). Thus, PLS may erroneously associate confounding spectral
features with a valid group separation, and for this reason, PLS
should be avoided for metabolomics analysis.
Conceptually, PCA, PLS, and OPLS fit the multidimensional

data with a series of linear vectors or principal components

(
÷ ◊÷÷÷÷
PC1,

÷ ◊÷÷÷÷
PC2,

÷ ◊÷÷÷÷
PC3, etc.), where each vector is orthogonal to the

previous one. The first vector captures the largest variance
between the two groups, and each subsequent vector describes
less of the data variance. In this regard, the data can be overfit
by including a large number of principal components. SVM
differs from PCA, PLS, and OPLS by fitting the data to a single
hyperplane such that the hyperplane maximizes the separation
between two groups (Figure 3).41 The major advantage of
SVM over PCA, PLS, and OPLS is the ability to fit the data
with either a linear or nonlinear algorithm. SVM can use a
variety of different kernel functions that include linear,
polynomial, Gaussian, sigmoid, spline, etc. to fit the data.
Like PLS and OPLS, SVM is prone to overfitting and requires
validation.50 In fact, the overfitting problem is correlated with
the type of kernel function used and the value of the cost
function (the margin width of the hyperplane, Figure 3). So,

SVM is valuable if the data fits a nonlinear model, but it may
be challenging to identify a proper kernel and cost function.
RF is probably the most unique classification model of the

five algorithms investigated and provides a distinct approach to
the analysis of the data set (Figure 3).33,43 As the name implies,
RF creates a decision tree by conducting a chain of binary
splits based on the value (magnitude) of a specific spectral
feature. Each decision is applied across the entire set of
biological replicates or NMR spectra. As illustrated in Figure 3,
if a spectrum has feature number 2655 (first decision box) with
a value less than 1.02, then the spectrum proceeds to the next
decision box based on feature number 4457. Otherwise, it
follows an alternative decision path based on feature number
33. At the decision box for feature 4457, if the magnitude of
the feature is greater than 0.023, then the spectrum is assigned
to group 1. Otherwise, the process continues to the next
decision box until the spectrum is classified into either group 1
or group 2. The process is highly biased by the starting point
or defined path. In the decision tree in Figure 3, group
membership is determined by the order of comparison to
spectral feature numbers 4457 and 346. Thus, numerous trees
need to be constructed from random starting points and
different decision paths. RF has a number of unique advantages
relative to the four other classification models. RF is better
suited for data sets that contain multiple groups, where PLS,
OPLS, and SVM are really designed for a comparison between
two groups. Also, RF works well with a mixture of data sources
and data types, which again, is problematic for the other
classification methods. RF results are also easier to interpret;
the output is a classification tree. Of course, RF needs to be
validated like PLS, OPLS, and SVM, since it tends to overfit on
training sets. Also, knowing how many trees to generate and
obtaining a consensus tree may be a challenge. Thus, RF is a
valuable choice for a data set that comprises multiple groups
and various data types.
While PCA, PC-LDA, PLS, OPLS, SVM, and RF may

perform equally well on a given data set, they are
fundamentally distinct algorithms with unique advantages
and limitations. Therefore, it is important to stress that these
other factors need to be considered when choosing a particular
multivariate classification model to analyze a specific data set.
What are the important features or characteristics of the data
set, what are the goals of the study, and what are the desired
outcomes?

■ CONCLUSIONS
Five classification models, OPLS, PC-LDA, PLS, RF, and
SVM, are routinely used by metabolomics investigators, but it
is unclear which, if any, of these models are the best choice for
the analysis of metabolomics data sets. Toward this end, the
five models were evaluated based on classification accuracy
rate, sensitivity and specificity, and the correct identification of
the true discriminant features. The performance was assessed
using both a simulated and experimental 1D 1H NMR
metabolomics data set in which the group separation and
discriminant features were varied. Essentially equal results were
obtained with both the simulated and experimental data sets
demonstrating the robustness of the analysis and verifying that
the results are data-set-independent.
All five models were observed to perform equally well when

the data set contained clear group separation. The models
perfectly predicted group membership and correctly identified
the true discriminant features. Importantly, model performance
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was strongly correlated with group separationas group
separation increased, model performance increased. Thus, the
choice of a model is irrelevant for a robust data set. So, any of
the five classification models would be an acceptable and
equivalent choice for the majority of metabolomics studies.
A difference in model performance was only observed with a

relatively extreme data set structure. Specifically, model
performance differed only with a data set consisting of a
single metabolite change comprising a minimal number of
NMR peaks with a limited peak intensity variance. In fact, the
classification accuracy rate, AUROC, and RMSE all improved
proportionally with an increasing number (from 1 to 48) of
variable NMR peaks. One concerning inconsistency occurred
with RF and PC-LDA. RF and PC-LDA outperformed the
other models in classification accuracy rate and AUROC when
a single feature (i.e., methanol) differentiated the two groups.
However, RF and PC-LDA performed poorly in correctly
identifying the true discriminant features (high RMSE). In
essence, the correct group membership was identified using the
wrong features. Overall, our findings indicate that OPLS was
the best-performing model when considering overall perform-
ance with both the robust high-quality data sets and the
extreme data set with minimal between-group variance. OPLS
identified the true discriminant features while maintaining a
reasonably high classification accuracy rate and a high
AUROC. While all of the models performed well and are an
acceptable choice with robust data, OPLS maintained its
performance with minimal group separation. Thus, we would
recommend OPLS as a preferred routine choice for the
analysis of metabolomics data sets.
While the performance of the five classification models was

evaluated using simulated and experimental 1D 1H NMR data
sets, the analysis is applicable to any other analytical source.
LC-MS, GC-MS, or Fourier transform infrared (FTIR)
multivariate data structure would be similar to NMR. So, the
model performance and results are likely generalizable to any
analytical source. To clarify, the input to the classification
algorithms is a simple matrix of rows (biological replicates) and
columns (variables). Specifically, the columns are abundance
measurements across all observed variables. For NMR, the
variables are defined as chemical shifts. For LC-MS or GC-MS,
the variables would be defined as paired m/z and retention
times, and for FTIR, the variables would be defined as
wavenumbers. However, from the perspective of the
classification algorithm, the label assigned to the variable is
irrelevant and not part of the calculation. More importantly,
the resulting LC-MS, GC-MS, or FTIR covariance matrix
would be similar to that of the NMR data since measurements
coming from the same metabolite, or from metabolites in the
same metabolic pathway, or from metabolites in coupled
metabolic pathways would still be highly correlated.
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